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Abstract
This paper presents research work performed on the development and the verification of dependable
reflective systems based on MetaObject Protocols (MOPs). We describe our experience, we draw the lessons
learnt from both a design and a validation viewpoint, and we discuss some possible future trends on this topic.
The main originality of this work relies on the combination of both design and validation issues for the
development of reflective systems, which has lead to the definition of a reflective framework for the next
generation of fault-tolerant systems. This framework includes: (i) the specification of a MetaObject Protocol
suited for the implementation of fault-tolerant systems, and (ii) the definition of a general test strategy to guide
its verification. The proposed approach is generic and solves many issues related to the use and evolution of
system platforms with dependability requirements. Two different instances of the specified MOP have been
implemented in order to study the impact of different MOP implementations in the development of a reflective
fault-tolerant system. Our test strategy is then illustrated on one of them. The results obtained from this work
justify the interest of the proposed framework.
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1. Introduction and problem statement
The development of fault-tolerant systems has to face nowadays to an increasing demand of
reliability and availability, in many different types of system architectures and for various application
domains. Most large fault-tolerant systems have a long lifetime and thus they are subject to a great
number of evolutions of their requirements. The provision of means to handle this evolution is of great
importance in the development of today’s dependable systems. At the same time, the need for
considering off-the-shelf executive supports (COTS operating systems, middleware and virtual
machines), becoming crucial for economic reasons, involves defining solutions that are independent
from the underlying layers of the system. Despite this initial economic interest, the use of COTS
components may decrease the efficiency of a fault tolerance strategy, which often relies on a deep
understanding and control of the structure and behavior of the executive support. In other words, more
efficient fault tolerance solutions require more openness of the system underlying layers.
Our experience also shows the negative incidence that the participation of application programmers
in the development of fault tolerance strategies may have on the global dependability of the system. In
fact, the implementation of fault tolerance is often a complex and error prone task that requires very
specific skills. Hence, fault tolerance transparency to application programmers is a desired property,
rarely obtained in a dependable system. Adequate frameworks are thus necessary in order to enable the
independent development of fault tolerance libraries and applications. Then, special care must be
taken with the integration of these libraries and the application code. This is also a delicate issue that
should be, in most cases, assisted by tools that avoid the participation of application programmers. The
major problem is that existing tools (e.g., providing support for checkpointing [1]) are not well-suited
for extension and customization, so their applicability remains limited in practice.
This paper handles the above issues taking into account not only the viewpoint of a system designer
but also the considerations regarding the validation of the resulting solutions. More precisely, the
discussion is focused on reflection, a promising emergent technology for the development of complex
systems with a clear separation of concerns. From a conceptual viewpoint, Reflection [2] can be
defined as the property by which a component enables observation and control of its own structure and
behavior from outside itself. This means that a reflective component provides a meta-model of itself,
including structural and behavioral aspects, which can be handled by an external component. This
information is used as an input to perform appropriate actions for implementing non-functional
properties (concerning, for instance, fault-tolerance or security strategies). The reflective systems that
we consider are thus structured in two different levels of computation: the base-level, in charge of the
execution of the application (functional) software and the meta-level, responsible for the
implementation of observation and control (non-functional) software. The meta-level software has a
runtime view (the meta-model) of the behavior and structure of its base-level. According to that view,
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the meta-level can take decisions and apply corresponding actions on base-level components. The
mechanisms providing such a meta-model are the reflective mechanisms of the system.
In systems mixing the object-oriented approach and the above reflective concepts, a so-called
MetaObject Protocol (MOP) [3] handles the interactions between the base- and the meta-level
software. This protocol governs the use of the reflective mechanisms to establish the meta-model. The
efficiency of the software developed at the meta-level is highly dependent on the base-level details
supplied, through the MOP, to the meta-level. Hence, the definition of this MOP is a key issue in the
design and implementation of a reflective object-oriented system. For instance, the implementation at
the meta-level of checkpointing and cloning strategies requires the MOP to provide deep observation
and control over the internal state of a reflective component and its evolution.
Although the expected benefits of reflective technology have already been discussed in many
works [4] [5] [6], as far as dependable computing is concerned, many open questions still remain from
both a design and a validation viewpoint. The basic principle of reflective computing must be part of
the design of software components and systems in order to provide appropriate and flexible
frameworks for the development of dependable systems. Then, the resulting frameworks need the
definition of systematic validation techniques in order to increase the confidence that we can place on
their use. It is worth noting that a good design should not only simplify the implementation of the
system but also its validation. Design for validation is a great challenge for current and future research.
From a design viewpoint, the separation of concerns promoted by the reflective approach has
already shown significant effects on transparency for the application programmer, independence from
the application software, reuse of core mechanisms and specialization for various contexts of use.
These aspects are driving forces for reflection in many fields, not only regarding fault tolerance, but
also regarding quality of service and adaptation. Today, reflection is used in a variety of software
components: operating systems (e.g., Apertos [7] the basis for a Sony commercial OS called Aperios),
middleware systems (e.g., open ORBs [8]) and virtual machines (e.g., the Reflective API of the JVM
[9]). This notion also appears in standards for large-scale systems (e.g., emergent reflective features in
CORBA [10]). These examples show that the notion has been recognized as a powerful paradigm not
only in research projects but also in industrial products. It is worth noting however that reflective
mechanisms are highly limited in the above examples. Extended reflective mechanisms are needed to
handle fault tolerance at the meta-level of the system.
From a validation viewpoint, the use of reflection in dependable systems remains questionable. To
the best of our knowledge, little work has been carried out on the verification of reflective systems, in
general. This is also true in reflective object-oriented systems, in particular in MOP-based reflective
architectures. We will discuss the problem here considering MOP-based dependable reflective
architecture but most of these issues also apply to reflective system architectures in general. Solutions
to this problem are essential for applying the reflective approach to systems with strong safety-critical
constraints. Previous research work reports on the definition of formal models for verifying high-level
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properties in reflective architectures [11] [12]. These models enable the reflective mechanisms
provided by the MOP to be analyzed in terms of consistency, completeness, deadlocks and refinement
checks. However, the level of description used in these models is too abstract to be helpful in finding
problems associated with a particular MOP implementation.
Testing, which is a dynamic verification technique that consists in exercising implementations by
supplying them with test case input values, is thus an essential complementary verification technique.
Testing a MOP-based dependable reflective architecture is not an easy issue. The definition of a
complete test strategy for such type of systems must handle the incremental verification of (1) the
base-level, (2) the MOP, (3) the meta-level and finally (4) the composition of both the base- and metalevel through the MOP. As far as the MOP is concerned, the issues to be solved are numerous since,
from the tester’s viewpoint, a MOP gathers the well known problems related to both protocol testing
(see e.g., [13]) and object-oriented testing (see e.g., [14] [15]). Four major questions must be taken
into account in order to define a test strategy for a MOP: (i) what order should the reflective
mechanisms of the MOP be tested in?, (ii) once a test order is defined, which test objectives should be
associated with the successive testing levels defined by this order?, (iii) which conformance checks
should be used in order to decide whether or not a MOP passes the test?, and (iv) given the test
objectives and the conformance checks to be performed, how to design the test environments required
for conducting the test experiments?
According to the above issues, we handle, all through the rest of this paper, two different
perspectives for the study of a MOP-based fault-tolerant system. On one hand, we report on our
experience on the design of architectures flexible enough for handling both the evolution of the system
requirements and the transparency of fault tolerance for application programmers. On the other hand,
we focus on the verification of reflective systems and more precisely on the definition of an
incremental test strategy for the MOP of the considered reflective fault-tolerant systems.
This discussion is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background on reflection required
for understanding the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the development of a fault-tolerant system
using the reflective technology. First, we introduce the reflective framework that we have defined for
the development of fault-tolerant systems. Then, we specify the requirements of a MOP suited for the
implementation of such type of systems. Finally, a general model of the specified MOP is defined.
Two different instantiations of this MOP model are considered in Section 4: the former provides an
off-the-self MOP and the latter supplies a more elaborated CORBA-compliant MOP. Through these
examples, we will study the pros and cons of each type of MOP and we will illustrate the benefits of
providing different degrees of openness at the system application layer for the implementation of a
fault-tolerant system. Section 5 presents our contribution to the verification of MOP-based faulttolerant systems: the definition of a general strategy for testing the reflective mechanisms of a MOP.
The usefulness of this strategy is then exemplified in Section 6 on one of the MOPs defined in Section
4 and some preliminary results are also supplied. Section 7 draws the main lessons we learnt from both
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a design and a validation viewpoint. In Section 8, we then discuss the main open issues and challenges
that must be addressed in future research work to make reflection a solid concept for the development
of adaptable dependable software systems. Section 9 presents conclusions.

2. Basic concepts
2.1.

Background on Reflection

“Computational reflection is the activity performed by a system when doing computation about
(and by that possibly affecting) its own computation” [2]. Reflection enables a system to be structured
in two layers: a lower layer, called base-level, executing the application components, and an upper
layer, called meta-level, running the components devoted to the implementation of non-functional
requirements (e.g., fault-tolerance or security).
The input for the meta-level is an image of the structural and behavioral features of the base-level.
This image (called the meta-model) is causally connected to the base-level, which means that any
change in one of them leads to the corresponding effect upon the other. As far as runtime reflection is
concerned, the meta-model deals with two important base-level features:
•

The behavior of the base-level components, which corresponds to a finite state machine
indicating the possible states and transitions governing the base-level execution (notion of
execution model);

•

The structure and composition of the base-level components that depend on the base-level
components considered, e.g., an object, a kernel, a compiler or a middleware (notion of
structural model).

The above issues are addressed differently depending on the reflective component considered and
the final objective of the reflective architecture. Let us take the example of the structural view defined
for an application object. In Java [9], for instance, this view is a stream of information items generated
and interpreted by the Java virtual machine. A more elaborated structural view of an object can be
defined, as in [16], in terms of the object attributes and their types, the object methods and their
respective signatures, the inheritance links, etc.
The meta-level may be considered as an interpreter of the meta-model, which can be customized
according to the needs. The interest of this approach from a dependability viewpoint is that any
standard action defined at the meta-level can be customized according to some non-functional
objectives.
2.2.

Reflective Architectures and MetaObject Protocols

From a design viewpoint (see Figure 1), one can distinguish four different processes in a reflective
system to observe and control at the meta-level the features of the system’s base-level. The reification
process corresponds to the process of exhibiting to the meta-level the occurrence of base-level events.
The introspection process provides means to the meta-level for retrieving base-level structural
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information. Finally, the intercession process enables the meta-level to act on the base-level behavior
(behavioral intercession) or structure (structural intercession). The term behavioral reflection will
refer from here to both reification and behavioral intercession. Symmetrically, structural reflection
will be used to designate both introspection and structural intercession mechanisms. The reflective
mechanisms of the system are thus those mechanisms providing either behavioral or structural
reflection.

Figure 1. High-level view of a reflective architecture

In most systems mixing the object-oriented approach and the notion of reflection, a so-called
MetaObject Protocol (MOP) handles the interaction between the base- and the meta-level entities,
respectively called objects and metaobjects. In a sense, MOPs correspond to the rules that govern the
use of the reflective mechanisms of the system. Hence, their definition is based on the level of
observability and controllability required at the meta-level for interpreting and acting on the behavior
and the structure of the base-level objects. Obviously, this identification of concerns is strongly
dependent on the considered base-level component and must be handled on a case per case basis.
2.3.

MOP-based Fault-Tolerant Architectures: Related Work

In early works, various MOPs have been defined and used for the implementation of fault-tolerant
mechanisms at the meta-level. The MAUD [4] and GARF [5] architectures propose reflective
mechanisms for intercepting base-level events at the meta-level (redirecting messages by renaming
destinations in the first case, and making a tricky use of the Smalltalk exception handling mechanism
in the second case). The reflective capabilities defined in these MOPs are, however, limited to
behavioral reflection. This limitation avoids those systems to handle structural aspects of base-level
entities that are essential, for instance, during checkpointing and cloning. A more sophisticated MOP
enabling both behavioral and structural reflection was used in



[6]. This MOP [17] supplies a

meta-model expressed in terms of object method invocations and data containers defined for objects’
states.
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Despite their differences, the above MOP-based architectures have shown that meta-level strategies
can be developed independently from the base-level mechanisms and selected according to the current
set of system requirements. When these requirements change, the reflective mechanisms of the MOP
enable non-functional mechanisms to be changed accordingly. From a non-functional viewpoint, this
customization entails the specialization or the replacement of the metaobjects. The features of the
MOP enable objects and metaobjects to be linked together either statically or dynamically. Despite
these changes, the observation and control features provided by the MOP remain always the same.
This is why the MOP is considered as the corner stone of such type of reflective architectures. In
practice, the reflective mechanisms of the system must be implemented for each considered base-level
software component.
As stated in the introduction, verification should complement design (and viceversa) in the
development of any dependable architecture. Verification is useful for fixing problems in the design of
a system. Symmetrically, designers must also keep verification in mind in order to ease the subsequent
test of the resulting implementations. In our context, we think that this synergy is crucial for
dependability: the reflective capabilities provided by the system must be checked in order to determine
the degree of confidence that we can place in their use. Most research work focused on the verification
of reflective architectures reports on the definition of high-level models for such architectures, using
formal languages. In [11], the authors propose a model based on an architectural description language,
called WRIGHT [18]. This language uses CSP [19] to describe a system as a set of architectural
components linked by connectors (MOPs). The notion of MOP used in that work differs from the one
defined in Figure 1 since it encapsulates both the reflective capabilities of the system and the system
meta-level. As regards the MOP shown in Figure 1, a model based on π-calculus [20] is proposed in
[12]. It describes a reflective system as composed of agents (objects and metaobjects), which
communicate by exchanging messages. Both previous models can be analyzed in terms of consistency,
completeness, deadlocks and refinement checks using tools specifically developed for the associated
formal languages. The results obtained from these analyses are useful to increase the understanding of
the MOP and ensure a certain number of high-level properties, for instance the absence of deadlocks.
However, the level of description used in these models is too abstract to be helpful in finding problems
associated with a particular MOP implementation. That is why testing is an essential complementary
verification technique.

3. A reflective architecture for fault tolerance
This section elaborates on how a reflective architecture encompasses object-oriented techniques
and reflection for the development of fault (physical faults) and intrusion (malicious interaction faults)
tolerant distributed systems. This architecture is a MOP-based architecture providing metaobjects for
fault tolerance, secure communications and group-based distributed applications. In practice, these
metaobjects are developed using an object-oriented design method and implemented on top of basic
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system services. Then, they are used recursively in order to add new properties to applications, as in
MAUD [4] or in 

[6]. Flexibility is obtained through the provision of object-oriented

libraries of metaobjects that can be easily reused and ported (subject to compiler availability) to
various platforms. This reflective approach to fault tolerant system design provides new means to
develop - as meta-level software - mechanisms that are traditionally implemented within the executive
system layer1.
It is worth noting that our objective here is not to describe in detail the founding principles of the
architecture that has already been presented in [6]. Our aim is to study the impact of different MOP
implementations in the practical provision of those principles. As a first step towards that goal, we
introduce in this section the type of MOP that we consider. Section 3.1 reports on the specification of
the global needs of observability and controllability required from a MOP well suited for the
construction of fault-tolerant systems. A general model of the specified MOP will be then depicted in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 justifies, through a high-level view of the considered architecture, the central
role played by the MOP in the provision of properties like flexibility, transparency and adaptation.
3.1.

General requirements of a MOP for fault tolerance

Building a reflective fault-tolerant system requires means to control and adjust, at runtime, the
behavior of the system in the presence of faults but also in normal operation. Clearly, the fault
tolerance mechanisms have to be synchronized with the functional behavior of the system in order to
react properly when an error is detected. The synchronization of these functional (base-level)
operations with the fault tolerance (meta-level) mechanisms can take advantage of the reflective
mechanisms depicted in Figure 1.
Let us consider a simple primary-backup strategy (see Figure 2) applied to a server object in order
to increase its availability. In this example, the server object (the primary) has a passive replica (its
backup). Only the primary computes and responds to client requests. The backup remains inactive
(passive) and its state is updated periodically according to the primary’s one. When the primary fails,
the backup becomes primary and a new backup replica is created. This is how the strategy tolerates the
faults of the primary object. Using a conventional object-oriented approach (Figure 2.a), server objects
have to implement both the function of the servive they provide and the (non-funtionnal) replication
strategy considered in our example. This results in a tightly coupled implementation mixing these
functional and non-functional aspects of the problem. When the client sends a request to the server
(step 1), the requested method is executed by the primary (step 2) that is responsible for retrieving and
sending its state later to the backup object (step 3). This state is then used to restore the backup’s state
(step 4). This type of solution suffers from a lack of separation of concerns that leads to designs and
implementations which are difficult to maintain and update. For instance, when the replication strategy

1

The notion of executive system layer includes the middleware and the operating system.
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changes, the implementation (and most of time also the design) must be revisited and changed. Using
a MOP-based approach, each object uses the MOP reflective mechanisms to interact with its
metaobject, which is a separate entity. This metaobject is responsible for the implementation of the
associated replication strategy that can be modified without any consequence on the object
implementation. Figure 2.b, provides a high level view of a MOP-based solution for our example.
When a client object sends an invocation to the primary server (step 1), this invocation is intercepted
(using the reification mechanisms of the MOP) at the meta-level (step 2). Then, the primary’s metaobject triggers the execution of the requested method (step 3). After the method execution, the
metaobject inspects the state of its primary object (step 4), which is then sent to the backup’s metaobject (step 5). Finally, this state is used to restore the state of the backup (step 6).

(a) Non-Reflective version

(b) Reflective version

Figure 2. Primary-Backup example

Despite its simplicity, the above example illustrates the need of behavioral observation and control
for intercepting object invocations and trigger the execution of the adequate server methods. On the
other hand, structural observation and control, mainly based on object serialization (as in Java [9]), are
also needed on object states for both checkpointing (during normal operation) and cloning replicas
(during error recovery). Consequently, both object behavioral and structural reflection is essential for
implementing fault-tolerant systems.
Thus, the starting point towards the definition of a MOP well suited for fault tolerance regards the
analysis of different types of fault tolerance strategies in order to provide a precise specification of the
required reification, introspection and intercession features. This type of analysis has been performed
in [21] on four different types of replication-based fault tolerance strategies called active, semi-active
and passive replication and stable-storage. The conclusions of this analysis are summarized in Table 1
and can be synthetized in two major requirements:
1. Control of client invocations is needed for sending invocations to a group of replicas instead of
a single server (active and semi-active replication).
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2. At the server-side, controlling reception of the invocation enables a given strategy to be
implemented between object replicas. This implies control over the execution of application
methods and over the state of the application objects. These facilities are required to implement
all aspects of the fault tolerance strategy (synchronization, checkpointing and cloning).
These are the minimal features needed from a reflective implementation of fault tolerance. The first
bullet refers to the definition of the reification mechanisms; the last refers to the definition of the
introspection and (structural and behavioral) intercession mechanisms of the MOP.

Replication Strategy

Reflective Mechanism
Active / Semi-Active
Introspection

Reification
Behavioral
Intercession
Structural
Intercession

Required for retrieving
the state of an existing
replica when creating a
new one
Enables forwarding client
invocations to existing
replicas and voting
(active replication) over
the received requests

Passive

Stable-Storage

Required for maintaining Required for saving the
passive replica’s state
state of the object in stable
consistent with the state of storage periodically
the primary replica
Enables interception and control of the client
invocations (mainly for synchronization with
checkpointing and stable storage)

Needed for the creation of Needed for the creation of Needed for restoring the
a new replica, which is
a new passive replica by
state saved on stable
made by cloning one of
cloning the primary object storage on a new object
the existing replicas

Table 1. Reflective Behavioral and Structural features required for replication

3.2.

A MOP model

According to the high-level view of a reflective architecture supplied in Figure 1, the base- and the
meta-level layers of the architecture interact using a MOP. Figure 3 provides a general description of
the type of interactions handled by the family of MOPs that we consider. Base-level objects
communicate by method invocations, which are service requests sent by client objects to server
objects. Each server object provides a public interface, called the Service interface. Every request
received by the server object (step 1) is intercepted (using the reification mechanisms of the MOP) by
its metaobject. This interception enables the metaobject to control the pre- and post-computation of the
invoked method. The metaobject can, for instance, check specific access rights of the client and
authorize or deny in consequence the execution of the concerned method. Using behavioral
intercession (step 2), the metaobject acts on its object to trigger the execution of the intercepted
method invocation. The considered MOP distinguishes between methods belonging to the Service
interface of the object (public methods) and internal methods encapsulated in the object
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implementation (non-public methods). The activity of these non-public methods (step 3) is transparent
and thus not reified to the object’s metaobject. Steps 4 and 5 show the path followed by the generated
output values.

Figure 3. MOP interactions

The structural view of the base-level object handled by its metaobject includes the object identifier,
its attributes and their types, and its methods and their respective signatures. Additionally, structural
information regarding inheritance links and associations between classes is also included in this
structural view in order to ease object state checkpointing. Metaobjects can inspect this information
when necessary using the introspection mechanisms of the MOP. This enables meta-level computation
to be performed in order to reason about the current configuration and state of a base-level object,
which can be customized (according to the needs) using structural intercession2.
The above interactions are defined in terms of method invocations exchanged between objects and
metaobjects using two well-known interfaces, called reflective interfaces. The first one is the
Metaobject interface through which metaobjects are notified about events governing the behavior of
their objects. The second reflective interface is the Object interface, which is used by metaobjects to
act on their objects. Through the Object interface, a metaobject can inspect the state of its object,
modify that state and trigger the execution of the object’s methods. It must be noted that both the
introspection and the structural intercession mechanisms of the MOP are not controllable through the
Metaobject interface. Metaobjects activate these mechanisms when necessary according to the needs
associated with the non-functional requirements of the system, or upon request of other metaobjects.
It is worth noting that this model does not consider multi-threaded objects and other sources of
non-determinism. This limitation concerns the reduced degree of observability and controllability over
the executive support (the middleware and the operating system) available at the application layer.
Handling threads at the metalevel implies the existence of reflective features providing access to the
internal aspects of this support. This is also a mandatory requirement for the provision of more

2 The general approach considered to serialize objects can be found in [22][23][24].
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complete descriptions of the internal structure of an object. Currently, the set of object variables
handled by the operating system or the middleware, like the ones concerning the opened files or the
threads running inside the object, are not considered in our model. These features constitute future
challenges that require further openness of the underlying layers of the system.
3.3.

The role of the MOP in the system architecture

The corner stone of the considered architecture is an instance of the general MOP presented in the
previous section. The central place of such a MOP instance in the system architecture is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. The MOP: corner stone of the architecture

The implementation of both the base- (functional) and the meta-level (non-functional) mechanisms
is supported through the provision of two major types of basic services:
•

The meta-level services provide the necessary support for implementing fault tolerance, secure
communication, and group-based distributed mechanisms. For fault tolerance, the meta-level
services must include a failure detector (based on a low-level group communication package)
and a stable storage support. For secure communication, the meta-level requires an
authentication server and cryptographic facilities. Finally, a group communication is also
required to provide atomic multicast protocols and group membership. Other services, like a
MetaObject Factory, are necessary for the provision and management of meta-level entities.

•

The general services of the architecture are those shared by both the base- and the meta-level.
For instance, let us quote the Object Factories, which are runtime services devoted to the
creation and destruction of objects. It must be underlined that meatobjects are also objects and
thus MetaObject Factories rely on Object Factories for the creation and destruction of
metaobjects. The run-time language support and the libraries providing access to the executive
layer (which includes the middleware and the operating system) are also considered as general
services.
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In this architecture we do not assume any openness of the executive layer of the system, which is
considered as a COTS (“black box”) component. This decision comes from the current reduced
number of available “open-” executive layers suited for dependability. Ideally, the implementation of a
fault tolerance strategy should have control over the concurrency model of the executive layer, e.g.,
scheduling policies and context switches. Similarly, the performance of state capture/restoration can
be greatly improved by the knowledge of object mapping on memory unit at the meta-level. These are
challenges for the next generation of dependable systems.
The role of the MOP in the architecture is thus crucial for the adequate composition of the
functional and non-functional mechanisms of the system. Through the MOP, every base-level object
included in an application can be linked to either a single metaobject or a stack of metaobjects. The
principle is simple: each metaobject is an object and thus it can be linked through the MOP to another
metaobject. This leads to the notion of stack of metaobjects, which enables the composition of several
non-functional mechanisms. Figure 5 exemplifies how objects and metaobjects can be actually
interconnected in order to provide fault-tolerance, security and distribution. When just distribution is
required, only communication metaobjects are used at the meta-level. When fault tolerance is also
required, then the base-level object is linked to a fault tolerance metaobject, the latter using group
communication metaobject for the interaction between replicas. Finally, when authentification is
additionally needed, interactions between fault tolerance metaobjects can be handled by security
metaobjects. Such a recursive use of metaobjects leads to several meta-levels in the final application
all of them linked through the same MOP, an instance of the MOP defined in Section 3.2.

Figure 5. Composition of non-functional properties

4. Prototyping the architecture
Two prototypes of the presented architecture, respectively called 

 [6] and   

[25], have already been developed. Through these prototypes, we will study the impact of different
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MOP implementations in the practical provision of basic requirements for fault tolerance like
flexibility, transparency and adaptation. Although based on the same model (the one defined in
Section 3.2), the MOP considered in 

 is different from the one implemented in 

 ; an off-the-shelf MOP in the former case and a CORBA-compliant MOP in the latter. These
differences have a direct incidence on the degree of details supplied by the base-level to the metalevel, and thus a direct impact on the pertinence of the non-functional strategies that may be provided
by the meta-level.
4.1.

    - An off-the-shelf MOP

This first prototype was based on the use of an existing MOP written in C++, called OpenC++ v1
[17]. This runtime MOP enables C++ objets to be interconnected with metaobjects also written in
C++. Both objects and metaobjects lie in the same runtime unit. During the development of the baselevel classes, the application programmer statically defines this interconnection. Hence, the binding
between an object and its metaobject is done on a class-by-class basis and cannot be changed at
runtime.
Every metaobject inherits from (and thus specializes the implementation of) the pre-defined class
MetaObject, whose interface is provided in Figure 6. This interface is the one known and thus used by
application objects in order to reify (and thus activate) the computation of their metaobjects.
class MetaObject{
public:
void Meta_StartUp ();
void Meta_CleanUp ();
void Meta_MethodCall (int m_id, ArgPac args, ArgPac reply);
void Meta_Read (int var_id, ArgPac value);
void Meta_Assign (int var_id, ArgPac value);
private:
void Meta_HandleMethodCall (int m_id, ArgPac args, ArgPac reply);
void Meta_HandleRead (int var_id, ArgPac value);
void Meta_HandleAssign (int var_id, ArgPac value);
};

Figure 6. The MOP used in

 "!$# %& ')(

Methods Meta_StartUp and Meta_CleanUp are called respectively after creation and before
deletion of the base-level object. Meta_StartUp is, in our case, redefined to handle the creation of
multiple replicas and their registration into a communication group. Meta_MethodCall intercepts a
base-level method invocation: m_id identifies the method, args3 packs its input arguments and reply
packs the results when Meta_MethodCall returns. So, these three methods reify base-level invocations
to the (fault tolerance) meta-level. This is how non-functional strategies are able to control the
execution of base-level methods.

3

ArgPac (Argument Packet) is a stack-like class that may contain any type of object (including ArgPac objects).
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Meta_Read and Meta_Assign are the MOP mechanisms supplied for handling accesses to the
object state. The former is called when a public attribute, identified by var_id, is read and value is
supposed to contain the result of the read access. The latter is called when a public attribute, also
identified by var_id, is modified and value is the new value with which that attribute should be
updated. These facilities are used in our implementation to prevent external access to public attributes,
i.e. to ensure a strong encapsulation.
Private methods implement the default behavior of the language: Meta_HandleMethodCall,
Meta_HandleRead, Meta_HandleAssign. Meta_HandleMethodCall is used to activate base level
methods, Meta_HandleRead and Meta_HandleAssign are respectively used to save (as shown in
Figure 2.b, step 4) and restore (as shown in Figure 2.b, step 6) the state of the base level (primary and
backup) objects.
This MOP enables simultaneously the following properties:
1. Ease of use and transparency of the non-functional mechanisms for the application
programmer,
2. Seamless reuse and extensions of both application objects and metaobjects,
3. Composition of mechanisms.
The above properties have shown the interest of the reflective approach from both an architectural
and an economic viewpoint. Regarding the performance of the solution, experiments performed and
reported in [6] have shown that a certain overhead is introduced in the system due to the indirection
between the base- and meta-level (200 percent for the creation and deletion of an object and between
40 percent for methods without arguments to 100 percent for methods with an average of 4
arguments). However, this overhead (associated to the MOP) is not significant with respect to the
overhead introduced by distribution and fault tolerance.
The major drawbacks of the 

 MOP lay in implementation weaknesses. Those

identified so far essentially relate to (i) the static binding of application classes to metaobject classes,
(ii) the programmer participation in the definition of this binding, (iii) the limited amount of metainformation supplied to the meta-level, and (iv) the impossibility to handle base-level inheritance.
However, these limits can be relaxed with a more elaborated MOP that provides better control over
the object structure of the base-level object (inheritance links, associations and fine grain access to
object state information) and enables a dynamic and transparent binding of objects and metaobjects
(e.g., changing at runtime the fault tolerance mechanism being used). This is the main motivation
leading to the MOP developed in the     .
4.2.



! "# - A CORBA compliant MOP

The MOP of $%&'( ) *,+- uses a CORBA platform [10], it solves the problems identified in the
first prototype of the system and it conforms to the Fault Tolerance CORBA (FT-CORBA)
specification [26]. This second prototype illustrates that reflective computing frameworks can be
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compliant with the use of an off-the-shelf middleware. The use of CORBA was preferred with respect
to other proprietary candidates due to the genericity, portability and interoperability properties
supplied by this middleware platform.
The system model defined by 

 considers both objects and metaobjects as being

CORBA entities mapped to independent system processes for fault containment. These entities
interact through well-known interfaces specified using the IDL language [26]. The interfaces of the
MOP and the public (Service) interface exported by server objects are all defined using this language.
As shown in Figure 7, the execution model supplied by the MOP distinguishes three types of
invocations: (i) constructor (Start Up) invocations, (ii) method invocations (related to the operations of
the Service interface), and (iii) destructor (Clean Up) invocations. Consequently, the MetaObject
interface contains three methods for the reification of base-level events, i.e., server object invocations.
Symmetrically, the Object interface also provides three intercession methods that are used by
metaobjects for triggering the execution of the reified invocations.

MethodIdentifier long;
typedef Arguments any;
typedef State any;
interface MetaObject{
// Reification mechanisms
void Meta_StartUp (MethodIdentifier constructorID, in Arguments args);
void Meta_MethodCall (MethodIdentifier methodID, inout Arguments args);
void Meta_CleanUp ( );
// Link management mechanisms
Object Meta_GetObject( );
Void Meta_SetObject(Metaobject newMetaobject);
};
interface Object{
// Introspection mechanism
State GetFullState( );
// Structural intercession mechanism
void SetFullState(State new State);
// Behavioral intercession mechanisms
void Base_StartUp (MethodIdentifier constructorID, in Arguments args);
void Base_MethodCall (MethodIdentifier methodID, inout Arguments args);
void Base_CleanUp ( );
// Link management mechanisms
MetaObject Base_SetMetaobject(Metaobject newMetaobject);
void Base_GetMetaobject(Metaobject newMetaobject);
};

Figure 7. The

   MOP

From a structural viewpoint, the MOP considers the state of an object as a list of attributes that can
be saved and restored from the meta-level using respectively the GetFullState and SetFullState
operations of the Object interface. This list contains for each attribute not only its value and its
identifier, but also its type, the name of the class in which it is defined and the associations or
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inheritance links that this class may have with other classes. Thus, this structural view is richer than
the one supplied by the 

 MOP.

The basic technology for the implementation of the above MOPs is open compilers. Open
Compilers, like [27] [28], are macro systems providing means to perform source-to-source
transformations. Figure 8 shows a high-level view of the open compilation process. The supplied
facilities provide means to reason about and act on object-oriented programs, which are handled as a
compound of classes with methods and attributes. However, these facilities do not apply by
themselves any transformation to the input source code. This is the role of the meta-program, which
uses the open compiler facilities for defining rules that (1) analyze the structure of the input source
code, and (2) transform this structure according to the needs. Along this paper, these rules will be
referred as analysis and transformation rules. It is worth noting that meta-programs may also generate
error messages. When no error message is generated by the meta-program, the customized code finally
produced can be compiled using a regular compiler.

Figure 8. Open compilation process

In our prototype, the above analysis and transformation rules are specialized for the generation of
reflective code from non-reflective one. The source code supplied to the open compiler is customized
in order to provide an output code that (1) encapsulates the original source code, and (2) adds a
specialization of the MOP reflective mechanisms for each class definition contained in the input
program. The generation of an error message signals the violation of one of the programming
conventions imposed by the meta-program. These programming conventions are filters applied to the
input programs for checking whether or not these programs can be correctly managed by the
generation rules. The benefits of such kind of approach are two-fold. On one hand, it minimizes the
effort required for providing customized MOP implementations; the rules defining the MOP are
defined only once and they can be later used on any program. On the other hand, the approach also
provides transparency of the MOP implementation to the application programmer; this avoids the
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participation of unskilled programmers in the development of such critical and error-prone reflective
mechanisms.
The 

 MOP has been implemented using both Java (Open Java [28]) and C++

(OpenC++ v2 [27]). In order to provide a taste of the solution, let us consider the example of a C++
class whose service consists in counting the number of requests received through its Service interface.
The IDL definition of that service interface is shown in Figure 9.a and its C++ implementation in
Figure 9.b. From that code, the meta-program implemented on top of OpenC++ v2 generates the
reflective class shown in Figure 10. This class encapsulates the same capabilities provided by the
original class and also supplies the reflective mechanisms of the MOP. These mechanisms are
automatically generated according to the code transformation rules associated with the MOP
definition. It is worth noting that although the code added to the original class might appear quite
large, its size does not depend very much on the class size: for larger classes the size overhead is thus
limited.

interface CountingInvocations{
long count( );
};

class CountingInvocations_Impl{
private: int count;
public:
CountingInvocations_Impl(int i){ count = i; }
int count( ){ ++count; }
~CountingInvocations_Impl{ }
};

(a) IDL Service interface

(b) C++ implementation

Figure 9. Non-Reflective code

Class CountingInvocations_Impl{
// ORIGINAL CODE
private: int count;
public:
WrappedCountingInvocations_Impl (int i){count=i;}
int Wrappedcount( ){ ++count; }
WrappedDestructor( ){ }
// REIFICATION
CountingInvocations_Impl (int i){
ConstructorArgs args;
Base_SetMetaObject(MOFactory.CreateMO(object_CORBA_ref));
args.i = i;
Base_GetMetaObject() Meta_StartUp(constructorID.args);
}
int count( ){
CountArgs args;
Base_GetMetaObject() Meta_MethodCall(countID,args);
return(args.return) ;
}
~CountingInvocations_Impl ( ){
Base_GetMetaObject() Meta_CleanUp( );
}
// INTROSPECTION
State Base_SaveState( ){
CountingInvocationsState st;
st.count = count;
return st;
}







// STRUCTURAL INTERCESSION
void Base_RestoreState(CountingInvocationsState st){
count = st.count;
}
// BEHAVIORAL INTERCESSION
void Base_StartUp(int methodID, any args){
if (methodID == constructorID)
WrappedCountingInvocations_Impl(args.i) ;
}
void Base_HandleCall(int methodID, any args){
if (methodID == countID)
args.return = Wrappedcount();
}
void Base_CleanUp( ){
WrappedDestructor( ) ;
}
// LINK MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS
MetaObject Base_GetMetaObject( ){
Return mo;
}
void Base_SetMetaObject(MetaObject mobj){
mobj = duplicate_reference(mobj);
}
private:
MetaObject mo;
};

Figure 10. Reflective code
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 , 

 provides the additional

following features:
1. Fault tolerance mechanisms developed as independent CORBA objects (reuse and
adaptation);
2. Automated customization of MOP implementations thanks to the use of Open Compiler
facilities (transparency for application programmers);
3. An improved meta-model that enables a richer monitoring of base-level CORBA object
interactions and states (improved observability and controllability of the base-level layer);
4. CORBA applications can dynamically select (and re-select when the system requirements
change) the preferred non-functional strategy for fault tolerance (evolution of the system);
5. Objects and metaobjets can be developed in different languages (currently, C++ and Java)
and combined using any ORB (interoperability, diversification and compliance with offthe-self components).
Performance experiments have been also performed and reported in [25]. The collected results
agree with the ones obtained with the 

 prototype, i.e., the runtime overhead introduced by

system MOP is not significant with respect to the one introduced by distribution and fault tolerance.
However, the open compiler approach used for the implementation of the MOP, imposes some
compile-time overhead to the compilation of base-level code. Concretly, compilation time is (at least)
increased by one order of magnitude, although the final overhead depends on the complexity of the
analyses and transformation rules defining the MOP. It is worth noting that this additional overhead
must be paid only at compile-time and not at runtime.

5. A Strategy for Testing MetaObject Protocols
While the design of a MOP mainly focuses on how to provide separation of concerns, the test of a
MOP regards checking the conformance of the resulting MOP implementation to its specification. The
test strategy presented in this section is part of a global strategy for the verification of MOP-based
dependable reflective architectures that was introduced in [29]. The main concern of this global
strategy is the incremental verification of:
1. The functional mechanisms defined by the system base-level;
2. The reflective mechanisms of the MOP used to compose the functional mechanisms and
the non-functional mechanisms supplied by the system meta-level;
3. The non-functional mechanisms provided by the system meta-level;
4. The composition of functional and non-functional mechanisms using the reflective
mechanisms of the MOP.
Phases 1, 3 and 4, which are highly dependent on the particular functional and non-functional
mechanisms implemented in the target reflective architecture, are out of the scope of the work reported
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here. As regards phase 2, emphasis was put on analyzing the MOP reflective mechanisms shown in
Figure 3, in order to propose a test strategy generic enough to be used for different MOP-based
architectures, and thus independently of a particular MOP implementation.
As a first step towards our goals, we concentrate on the following fundamental problems:
1. What order should the reflective mechanisms of the MOP be tested in? The goal is to
define successive testing levels that fit with an incremental verification of the protocol
mechanisms facilitating the reuse of the mechanisms that have already been tested for
verifying the remaining ones.
2. Which test objectives should be associated with the successive testing levels? The
objectives must focus on the verification of the properties expected from the reflective
mechanism under test at each testing level.
3. Which conformance checks should be used in order to decide whether or not a MOP
passes the tests, i.e., if it produces correct results in response to the test case input values?
4. Given the test objectives and the conformance checks to be performed, how to design the
test environments required for conducting the test experiments? In particular, these
environments must offer solutions to the observability and controllability problems
generated by object encapsulation.
Other testing issues – e.g., the definition of test criteria to guide the selection of test case input
values according to the test objectives – are not tackled in this section and will be commented in
Section 8.
The testing strategy that we have defined identifies four different testing levels. Obviously, the
strategy instantiation for the testing of a target MOP will have to comply with the MOP
implementation. This concern will be exemplified on the 
5.1.

 MOP in Section 6.

Overview of the Strategy

According to the MOP model defined in Section 3.2, the activation of the MOP reflective
mechanisms is based on the interaction channel used by objects and metaobjects. Hence, exercising
(and thus testing) these mechanisms requires a high level of confidence in this interaction channel.
This confidence may be obtained by testing the process followed to establish the interconnection. But
the issues related to this very first testing level (called Testing level 0) are highly dependent on the
MOP implementation and thus, they vary from one MOP to another. As a result, the strategy cannot
provide general guidelines for this level although we assume that it is successfully achieved in the first
place. Section 6 provides further details regarding these implementation related concerns.
Once objects and metaobjects are correctly linked, the reflective mechanisms of the MOP are
exercised following a test order defined according to the dependencies existing among these
mechanisms (see [6]). These dependencies are exploited in order to define an incremental test strategy
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that reduces the testing effort to be spent. In accordance with this goal, we propose the following order
to conduct the testing process of the four reflective mechanisms identified in Figure 1:
Testing level 1. Reification (behavioral observation) mechanisms;
Testing level 2. Behavioral intercession mechanisms;
Testing level 3. Introspection (structural observation) mechanisms;
Testing level 4. Structural intercession mechanisms.
The relevance of this order will appear all through the next sections that describe the testing levels.
For each level, we give the test objectives, that is, the requirements to be met by (and thus tested on)
the implementation of the target reflective mechanisms. Then, the necessary test environment is
defined in terms of the entities participating in the test experiments (the server object and its
metaobject, the test driver and the oracle objects), the interactions among these entities, and the
conformance checks to be performed in order to decide whether or not the MOP passes the tests. The
role of the oracle object is to verify that the test executions meet the requirements imposed by the
MOP specification: it analyzes the test results according to an oracle procedure that implements
conformance checks. The test driver object manages the test experiments: (i) it acts as a client object
to exercise the MOP by supplying it with test case input values and, (ii) it provides the oracle object
with (part of the) data that the oracle procedure uses to determine correctness during test execution.
5.2.

Testing Level 1: Reification Mechanisms

As stated in Section 2.1, the base-level of the system (the server object in our case) must be
causally connected to its meta-model, which means that any change in one of them leads to the
corresponding effect upon the other. This means that the behavioral image supplied to the object’s
metaobject by the reification mechanisms must be complete and consistent with the real object
activity. Hence, completeness and consistency are requirements to be verified.
1. Completeness requirement – Every message received by a server object through its Service
interface must be reified (notified) to the server' s metaobject
. Any invocation not observed at
the meta-level invalidates the interpretation of the object’s execution model performed by the
metaobject.
2. Consistency requirement – Reification messages must provide the metaobject with a correct
view of the events triggered at the base-level. In our case, these events are method
invocations. Consequently, reification messages must identify the invoked method and give
the parameter values used in the invocation. Then, (possible) output values produced in
response to the activation of the invoked method have to be returned to the client object.
Figure 11 shows the test environment required for conducting test experiments. The object Service
interface must be defined using operations with various types of method signatures in order to test the
capacity of the MOP for handling a significant sample of signatures, e.g.: different directional
parameter qualifiers (input, output, and input/output parameters), different parameter data types
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(language built-in types, structures, arrays…), different return data types. It is also necessary to
consider interfaces that inherit operations from other interfaces.
The test environment works as follows. Each time the test driver object sends a request (i.e., a test
case input value) to the Service interface of the server object, the MOP should notify the method
invocation to the server's metaobject through its Metaobject interface (step 1). The metaobject
involved in this environment is simple: when receiving the reified message, it does not deliver it to its
object; instead, a random value is generated for each output parameter of the invoked method (step 2).
By this way, the metaobject simulates the execution of the reified method in order to avoid the use of
the activation mechanisms that have not been tested yet. The MOP should return the output values to
the test driver object (step 3). In addition, the metaobject sends the following data to the oracle object
(step 4): (a) the reified method identifier, (b) the reified invocation parameters, and (c) the generated
random values. Symmetrically, the test driver object communicates to the oracle object (step 5): (a)
the name of the invoked method, (b) the values used in the invocation, and (c) the obtained output
values. Finally, the oracle object executes the oracle procedure (step 6), which has to check the
compliance between the data supplied by the metaobject and by the test driver object.

Figure 11. Testing of the reification mechanisms of the MOP

5.3.

Testing Level 2: Behavioral Intercession Mechanisms

The behavioral intercession mechanisms allow a metaobject to animate the execution model of its
base-level object, i.e, to act on its object in order to trigger the execution of an invoked method.
Hence, the test objectives are to verify their capacity for (1) activating the right code of the base-level
object with the correct input parameter values, and (2) returning to the metaobject the output values
produced by the object’s code. To decide whether or not a MOP passes the tests, the oracle procedure
needs to get a report on the actual object activity in order to compare it with the image of the object
activity obtained through the MOP. This report cannot be delivered through the MOP for two reasons:
first, due to encapsulation, the metaobject may not know anything about the internal activity of its
object, and second, even if we decide to break this encapsulation, the information would be supplied to
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the metaobject through the behavioral intercession mechanisms which are under test, and thus, not yet
reliable. As a result, the report must be supplied directly by the base-level object.
Figure 12 represents the test environment. The object Service interface must be defined using
operations with various method signatures. As explained above, here the server object must report on
its internal activity (notion of verbose object). As a result, in addition to the code related to the event
treatment, every method – public, protected or private – has to generate an execution trace containing
at least its name, the values of its parameters, and the output values got after completion of its
execution.
Test experiments proceed as follows. The test driver object sends requests to the server object,
which are reified to the metaobject (step 1). Both the format and the contents of every reified message
may be considered as correct since they are built by the reification mechanisms that have already been
tested according to the strategy. The metaobject involved in this environment delivers the reified
information to its object (step 2). Then, the behavioral intercession mechanisms should trigger the
execution of the server object code in charge of the initial request treatment (step 3), and return the
output values to the metaobject (step 4). In addition, the server object produces the execution trace for
the oracle object (step 5). The values returned to the metaobject are transmitted to the test driver object
by way of the – presumably correct – reification mechanisms (step 6). Then, the driver object sends
the following data to the oracle object (step 7): (a) the name of the invoked method, (b) the parameter
values used in the invocation, and (c) the output values delivered by the metaobject. Finally, the oracle
procedure checks the compliance between the data supplied by the server object and by the test driver
object (step 8).

Figure 12. Testing of the behavioral intercession mechanisms of the MOP

5.4.

Testing Level 3: Introspection Mechanisms

The introspection mechanisms provide means to a metaobject for retrieving structural data from its
base-level object. These data are related to the object state defined by the current values of the object
attributes. Depending on the non-functional mechanisms implemented at the meta-level, the
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introspection mechanisms may have to supply all the attribute values, or only some of them. Testing
these mechanisms without making assumption about their future use in a specific system, may be
performed by considering the most general case, i.e., when all the attribute values are retrieved. The
test objectives are then to verify that the full image of the object state got from the introspection
mechanisms is conformed to the actual object state (same attribute values).
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the introspection mechanisms are not controllable through the
Metaobject interface. They are triggered at the meta-level through a specific interface, called
MetaControl (see Figure 13). The metaobject involved in the test environment must implement this
second interface. In order to check the capacity of the MOP for handling a representative sample of
attributes, the server object must possess attributes with various types and different levels of visibility
(e.g., public, protected, private). Inheritance is another feature to be considered at this testing level.
First, the test driver object sends requests to the Service interface in order to initialize all the
attributes of the server object to values supplied in the requests. The requests are transmitted to the
server object by way of the reification and behavioral mechanisms that have already been tested (step
1), and the server object notifies the driver object of the end of the initialization process (step 2). Then,
the driver object sends a request to the MetaControl interface for activating the introspection
mechanisms (step 3). The metaobject should trigger the mechanisms (step 4) and return the observed
attribute values (step 5) to the driver object. Finally (step 6), the driver object sends these values to the
oracle object together with the values it supplied in the initialization requests. The oracle procedure
compares both sets of values (step 7).

Figure 13. Testing of the introspection mechanisms of the MOP

The requests to be sent by the driver object to initialize the state of the server object (step 1) are
strongly dependent on the level of encapsulation defined by the server object on its attributes. Public
attributes may be directly initialized, while attributes with a more restricted visibility may cause a
controllability problem. A simple solution consists in using the server object constructor, which in that
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case must provide means for initializing the entire object state from the parameter values used in its
activation4.
5.5.

Testing Level 4: Structural Intercession Mechanisms

Like the introspection mechanisms, the structural intercession mechanisms are controllable through
the MetaControl interface. Their role is to allow a metaobject to update the state of its base-level
object according the current needs of the non-functional requirements implemented at the meta-level:
the attribute values have to be forced to the input parameter values used in the activation request sent
to the MetaControl interface. The test objectives are then to verify that the object state is updated
according to the input parameter values used in that activation.
Figure 14 shows the test environment, which makes use of all the MOP mechanisms already tested.
The metaobject and the oracle object are identical to the ones shown in Figure 13, which may be
reused. Here, the server object must offer appropriate method(s) for modifying the values of its
attributes. Steps 1 and 2 correspond to the initialization process defined in Section 5.2. Then, the test
driver object sends requests to execute method(s) of the server object that change the values of all its
attributes (step 3). After notification of the end of the modification process (step 4), it sends a request
to the MetaControl interface for activating the structural intercession mechanisms (step 5). The input
parameter values supplied in the request are identical to the ones used in step 1 (initialization), and
thus are different from the current state of the server object. The metaobject should trigger the
mechanisms under test (step 6). Then, the test driver activates the introspection mechanisms (step 7) to
get the object state after intercession (step 8). Finally (step 9), it sends these values to the oracle object
together with the values it supplied in step 1. The oracle object compares both sets of values (step 10).

Figure 14. Testing of the structural intercession mechanisms of the MOP
4

Another possibility consists in using specific implementation language features like the friend functions of C++ or the

default attributes of Java to break the object encapsulation. Using these features, the test driver is able to control (and thus,
initialize) the server object state directly, i.e., without using the MOP mechanisms in step 1. But this solution is language
dependent while Figure 13 works for any MOP implementation.
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 MOP

The feasibility of the strategy presented above is now showed using the

!

MOP

(defined in Section 4.2). Accordingly, Section 6.1 reports on the additional (and implementation
dependent) testing that must precede the activation of the MOP reflective mechanisms. Then, Section
6.2 focuses on the test results obtained from the application of the test environments associated to the
testing levels specified in the strategy.
6.1.

Testing level 0: Testing preceding the activation of the MOP

As said in Section 5.1, the activation (and thus the test) of the reflective mechanisms is based on
the interaction channel used by objects and metaobjects. Hence, the implementation of the reflective
mechanisms defining the MOP can only be exercised (and thus tested) once a high confidence can be
placed on the channel interconnecting objects to metaobjects.
This issue was reported in [30], where a strategy was defined for handling the implementation
dependent testing concerns of MOPs generated by open compilers (like the

!

one). The

system model considered in that paper agrees the one defined in Section 3.2, which specifies that each
server object must be handled by only one metaobject (unity requirement). Another requirement
regards the capacity of an object to interact with its metaobject and vice versa (interaction
requirement). From an abstract viewpoint, objects and metaobjects are able to interact if they have
correctly exchanged their references. A reference can be defined as a compound of information
unambiguously identifying a system process. For instance, a reference in

 !

corresponds to

a set of four elements: an object identifier, the PID of the system process running the object, the IP
address of the host executing that object and the host port number on which the object listens for
incoming messages.
In the MOP of

"! , an object is interconnected with its metaobject (and vice versa) during

its instantiation. Conceptually, one may consider that objects are instantiated by runtime services
called Object factories. Symmetrically, Metaobject factories are used to create metaobjects. Figure 15
depicts the test environment we have defined for this testing level. When the Object factory is asked
by the test driver for the creation of a new base-level object (step 1), it creates an instance of the
requested object class. This instantiation provokes the activation of the object constructor (step 2),
whose execution leads to the creation of the object’s metaobject (step 3). The object includes in that
request of creation its own reference, which is delivered by the Metaobject Factory to the new
instantiated metaobject (step 4). Once created, the metaobject stores that reference in order to get
connection with its object (step 5). The Metaobject Factory sends to the oracle object, the reference of
the metaobject and the reference of its associated object (step 6). The reference of the metaobject is
also returned to the object (step 7), which stores it. This exchange of references leads both the object
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and its metaobject to become interconnected. The activation of the class constructor can then be reified
to the meta-level (step 8). Once the object has been instantiated, its reference is returned to the test
driver object (step 9), which notifies the end of the instantiation process to the oracle object (step 10).
The oracle procedure checks the identity of the references supplied by the Metaobject factory (step
6) and the references finally stored by the object and its metaobject. It is worth noting that the
procedure followed to obtain the second set of references may vary from one MOP to another. In
general, MOPs designed for being easily tested should provide facilities for consulting that type of
information. In 

 , these references can be obtained, as shown in Figure 15, through the

reflective interfaces of the MOP (steps 11 and 12). This is design feature of great interest for the test of
this interconnection process.
The oracle procedure considers that an object and its metaobject are able to interact if they have
correctly exchanged (and stored) their respective references. On the other hand, the unity requirement
is respected when the notification performed in the step 6 of the described environment is only
performed once during the instantiation the object. More than one notification implies the instantiation
of more than one metaobject for the object, which violates the unity requirement.

Figure 15: Testing the interconnection channel in

6.2.

  

Testing experiments and results

In !"# $ %'&( , the reflective mechanisms under test are generated by OpenC++v2 and are
compiled using a regular C++ compiler (gcc version 2.95.2). The system platform (an Ultra-SPARC 5)
runs on top of Solaris 7 and the associated release of Orbacus ORB, a commercial and free-source
ORB providing the middleware infrastructure required for exercising the !"# $ % &( MOP.
Each one of the test environments included in our strategy has been implemented ontop of the
above platform. We have used a probabilistic method, called statistical testing (see e.g., [31]) for
generating the test case input values. However, the issue of how to select these test input values is out
of the scope of our discussion. The following paragraphs report on the test experiments performed and
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the type of feedback that they have provided to the system design. This discussion is conducted
according to the levels identified in the test strategy.
Testing level 0: Testing preceding the activation of the MOP (Figure 15). The implementation
of the test environment associated to this testing level requires a non-intrusive technique for
intercepting object requests sent to the Metaobject Factory (step 3 in Figure 15). The retained solution
was based on interposing probe objects between server objects and the Metaobject Factory. From a
functional viewpoint, the probe object does not alter the exchanges between server objects and the
Metaobject Factory. It delivers each trapped object request to the Metaobject Factory and then it
returns the associated output. From a testing viewpoint, this probe object is responsible for transfering
(step 6 in Figure 15) to the Oracle procedure the reference of each new created metaobject together
with the reference of its associated object. This approach minimizes the level of intrusion introduced
by the test environment.
During the test experiments, a violation of the unity requirement was detected when using
inheritance for the definition of server objects. The oracle has observed that the instantiation of such
servers led to the instantiation of more than one metaobject. Concretely, a different metaobject was
created for each class of the inheritance hierarchy of the server. For instance, the instantiation of an
inheritance hierarchy made of two classes leads to the creation of two metaobjects linked to the same
object. This violates the unity requirement imposed by the MOP specification. The problem was fixed
by systematically providing the type of the server object under instantiation as a parameter of each
class constructor. Code must be also inserted in class constructors in order to compare that type to the
one associated to each class. Thus, only the class representing the type of the object under instantiation
asks the metaobject factory for the creation of the necessary metaobject. Then, a new analysis and
transformation rule implementing that solution was included in the meta-program providing
implementation to the considered MOP. Once this problem fixed, we have peformed testing level 1.
Testing level 1: Reification mechanisms (Figure 11). Different IDL data types were used to
define the object Service interface: IDL built-in types, strings and CORBA object references. For
instance, Figure 16 shows the interface defined for checking the capacity of the MOP for handling
long data types in method signatures. Three different implementations were associated with each IDL
interface. In the first one, a single class implements all the operations of the interface. In the other two
implementations, simple and multiple inheritance are respectively used in order to reveal potential
problems associated with the reification of inherited operations. Furthermore, different levels of
visibility (public, protected and private) were affected to the methods included in the class
implementation.
To implement the oracle procedure, one table was generated for each operation included in the
Service interface of the server object. This table, generated using open compiler facilities, describes
the signature of the operation, and gives the method identifier used by the reification mechanisms for
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that operation. This information is required for checking the compliance between the data reified to the
metaobject and the one handled by the test driver object.
interface ServiceForTestingHandlingOfType_LongParameters{
long returnLong( );
void InLong(in long p1);
void OutLong(out long p1);
void InOutLong(inout long p1);
long AllLong(in long p1, out long p2, inout long p3)
};

Figure 16. IDL Service interface for reification and behavioral intercession

The test experiments performed revealed that different method invocations could be reified to the
meta-level using the same method identifier. Hence, the metaobject cannot distinguish which method
has actually been invoked. This problem has been observed using both simple and multiple
inheritance. In the first case, it was easily fixed by modifying the code transformation rules that
generate the MOP implementation. In practice, the algorithm used by these rules to assign method
identifiers to IDL operations was slightly changed in order to avoid the reuse of method identifiers
already assigned. However, in case of multiple inheritance, the problem is much more difficult to fix
(and it has not been fixed yet).
The next testing levels were performed after having fixed the problem related to simple inheritance.
Since multiple inheritance remains a restriction on the use of the new MOP release, it was not used in
the test experiments carried out at the following testing levels.
Testing level 2: Behavioral intercession mechanisms (Figure 12). According to the observability
constraints associated with the oracle procedure, the server object reports on its execution by
generating execution traces. These traces are produced by every public, protected or private method
included in the server object implementation. Let us remember that the activation of the code
associated with a Service interface operation may lead to the execution of other object internal
methods. As stated in Section 3.2, the object must encapsulate these internal invocations, which
consequently must not be reified to its metaobject.
Two problems were revealed by the test experiments. The first one concerns the encapsulation of
the internal object activity: public methods that do not belong to the Service interface of the server
object were reified to the meta-level. This means that the behavioral intercession mechanisms may
trigger reification mechanisms while they should not have to do so. The second problem was observed
when the activated code performs an internal invocation to a method of a parent class, which is
redefined in its child class. In that case, it is the method of the child class that is executed. This
problem reveals an omission fault in the analysis and transformation rules defining the MOP.
Although the MOP was supposed to handle this kind of invocation, no rules were defined for dealing
with the associated transformations.
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Both problems were fixed before going on with testing level 3. The first problem was fixed by
restricting the application of the code transformation rules to the methods associated with the Service
interface of the server object. Extending the existing rules in order to take account of internal
invocations to methods redefined in child classes solved the second problem.
Testing level 3: Introspection mechanisms (Figure 13). The server object classes used in this
level provides attributes with different data types: C++ built-in types, strings and C++ data types
representing CORBA references. Figure 17 depicts the interface defined for checking the capacity of
the MOP for handling long data type attributes. Each one of these IDL attributes maps to a public C++
accessor method that handles an associated (C++) attribute. While C++ accessors remain always
public, the C++ definition of their associated attribute can be public, protected or private. Hence, these
three levels of visibility have been used in order to check the ability of the MOP to handle the
resulting attributes. In addition, inheritance has also been considered in the implementation of the
Service interface. First, all attributes defined in the interface have been implemented in the same class.
Then, simple class inheritance has been used for the implementation of these attributes. It is worth
noting that due to dependability issues, the MOP under test restricts the set of data types that can be
used for defining attributes. For instance, C++ multiple level pointers are not allowed.
The experiments performed on the considered server implementations have revealed a problem
associated with the management of un-initialized string attributes. The MOP introspection
mechanisms were not prepared for handling un-initialized strings so the resulting behavior was
undefined: sometimes the object was freezed, sometimes a core-dump signal arised. The problem was
fixed by extending the meta-program defining the MOP with a new analysis and transformation rule
that forces the initialization of those string attributes that are not initialized during the execution of the
object constructor. The default initialization value choosen was NULL.
interface ServiceForTestingHandlingOfType_LongAttributes{
attribute long ReadWriteLong( );
readonly attribute long ReadLong( );
};

Figure 17. IDL Service interface for introspection and structural intercession

Testing level 4: Structural intercession mechanisms (Figure 14). The server object classes used
in this phase have been defined using the same features as in the previous testing level. The existence
of accessor methods for each object attribute has been very useful in order to handle the initialization
of the object state (see step 3 in Figure 14). No faults were revealed at this testing level during the
experiments.
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7. Lessons Learnt
Reflection is a concept that promotes separation of concerns in computer systems. A MetaObject
Protocol is a design artifact that materializes separation of concerns in such a way that the system
computation can be structured in different levels, each one devoted to the implementation of a
different set of mechanisms. Various works in the field of fault tolerant computing [4] [5] [6] have
shown the benefits of using MOPs at runtime for handling the behavior of base-level objects from the
system meta-level. However, none of them has investigated the impact of different MOP
implementations on system features like flexibility, adaptation and evolution.
As deduced from the analysis performed in Section 3.1, we can say that behavioral reflection is not
sufficient for the implementation of fault tolerance strategies; structural reflection must be also
supplied. The major impairment for the provision of structural reflection is the limited structural
information provided by most language runtime supports. The off-the-shelf MOP presented in Section
4.1 falls into this category. Due to a limited visibility of object structural features, the 



MOP was not able to handle inheritance and imposed on programmers the static binding of objects and
metaobjects. The conclusion is that in most cases, available runtime MOPs do not provide enough
features to build flexible and adaptable fault-tolerant systems. This is mainly due to limitations
regarding the observation and control of the structure of base-level components. So the question is,
how can the above problem be handled? The solution we have considered consists in using compiletime reflective approaches based on open compilers. As explained in Section 4.2, open compilers
enable the use of reflection at compile-time in order to provide customized runtime MOPs, i.e.,
reflection at runtime. The combined use of compile-time and runtime reflection is of high interest for
the provision of Metaobject Protocols (like the 

 one) with a large set of behavioral and

structural reflective features. This is an important result since the degree of detail supplied by the baselevel to the meta-level has a direct impact on the pertinence of the non-functional strategies that may
be provided by the meta-level software.
The limits of the approach that we have identified concern the management of object features, like
multi-threading, that cannot be handled because of the current lack of open executive supports. As a
result, some programming conventions and restrictions have to be obeyed by base-level objects. In that
context, open compilers are also attractive tools to automate the filtering and control of base-level
object implementations. It is worth noting, however, that some restrictions cannot be statically verified
at compile-time. In this case, the open compiler inserts assertions in order to check the restrictions at
runtime. Although this approach may seem restrictive, our goal is to provide an adequate framework
for the development of dependable systems, and thus components not observing the imposed
restrictions cannot safely be integrated in the proposed framework. Advanced reflective features will
enable these restictions to be relaxed (see Section 8).
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From a testing viewpoint, the generic strategy presented in Section 5 deals with the issue of
verifying the reflective mechanisms of the system. The main interest of the approach is the systematic
and incremental order proposed for testing each of the reflective mechanisms supplied by a MOP. The
proposed order reduces the test effort by enabling the reuse of the mechanisms already tested for
testing the remaining ones, thus facilitating the implementation of the test environments. The test
strategy must obviously be instantiated according to the set of reflective mechanisms supplied by a
MOP (as shown in Section 6). The four testing levels defined in the strategy are required for checking
the implementation of the family of MOPs specified in Section 3.2. However, other MOPs may be
tested using only some of the testing levels. For instance, MOPs that only provide reification and
behavioral intercession mechanisms (like those defined in MAUD and GARF) require only testing
levels 1 and 2 to be instantiated; the CORBA portable interceptors [26] (a form of reification of
CORBA requests) can be tested using testing level 1; the testing of the serialization features provided
by a Java virtual machine [9] (a form of introspection and structural intercession mechanisms) only
requires levels 3 and 4 to be instantiated.

8. Open issues and challenges
Clearly from the state of the art and our current experience, the use of MOPs in dependable systems
is far from being a panacea. As motivated all through Sections 3 and 4, the design and implementation
of a fault tolerant system requires a deep knowledge of information that does not belong to the
application layer but to the executive support of the system. For instance, how can we ensure
determinism for active replication when using multi-threading, or how can be saved and restored those
site-dependent informations belonging to application objects? Solutions to these problems call for a
disciplined control and access to the executive layers of the system (middleware and operating
system). In other words, a radical reflective solution is thus required in order to handle the above
problems. However, a reflective solution cannot be defined in general; it must be defined according to
each particular aim, in our case the provision of open frameworks for the implementation of faulttolerant systems. Accordingly, an overview of the various reflective solutions that must be
investigated in the future is supplied in Figure 18. All system levels must provide adequate reflective
features, but which are these features? This is a major track of our current research on the definition of
architectural reflective frameworks.
As far as testing is concerned, we currently focus on the definition of rigorous test criteria to guide
the automatic selection of test case input values according to the test objectives specific to each testing
level of the strategy define in Section 5. This criteria definition benefits from existing approaches
defined in [13] [15] [32] and considers both specification-based concerns – those that impats any
MOP-based reflective architecture – and (more specific) implementation-based issues that are
particular to each type of MOP. The long-term objective of this research focuses on the extension of
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the proposed test strategy in order to consider the integration of base- and meta-level mechanisms
using the reflective capabilities of the MOP. Then, further test work will be also required for
eliminating problems associated to the recursive application of multiple metaobjects to a single object
(as shown in Figure 5). Finally, the approach should be generalized for tackling the verification of
other types of reflective systems not based on Metaobject Protocols.

Open 〉
languages

Application level
• language constructs
• structural information
• object interaction

Open 〉
middleware

Middleware level
• structural information
• management policies
• signal and events

Open
kernel

Kernel level
• structural information
• management policies
• signal and events

〉

Intercession
process

runtime metaobjects
and wrappers
fault-tolerance
error detection
fault containment
strategy adaptation

Reification
process

Figure 18. A radical reflective solution for dependable systems

9. Conclusions
This paper summarizes several years of research on development and verification of reflective
architectures for building dependable systems. Developing a fault-tolerant system is rather expensive
and its maintenance and evolution is a complex process. We have showed how reflection enhances the
flexibility of such systems by providing properties like: ease of use and transparency of mechanisms
for the application programmer, seamless reuse and extension of both functional and non-functional
software and composition of mechanisms. Consequently, from both an architectural and an economic
viewpoint, this approach constitutes a step forward in the development of fault-tolerant systems.
The work performed on reflective architectures has shown that implementing fault tolerance
impacts all the layers of a system. When the underlying layers are not reflective, some aspects of the
problem cannot be handled and some programming conventions and restrictions have to be obeyed. In
this case, the use of open compiler facilities is both an attractive way to provide the expected
properties, but also a very powerful tool to filter and control programming conventions.
Considering the underlying executive support as a “black box” is the core assumption of the work
presented in this paper. Accordingly, we believe that the specification of the presented MOP still holds
whatever the underlying executive support is. As we have seen, the implementation of this MOP can
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be optimized and extended as the reflection paradigm progresses into language runtimes, middleware
(CORBA interceptors and other serialization techniques) and operating system kernels. A radical
solution based on multilevel reflection seems very attractive and is a real challenge today. We
anticipate that this approach will solve many problems in building fault-tolerant systems with the
current component technology.
Another originality of the proposed framework consists in the integration of validation concerns to
the development of reflective fault-tolerant systems. The test strategy presented constitutes a step
forward in the definition of a global strategy for the verification of reflective architectures. It focuses
on the corner stone of the reflective architectures that we consider, i.e., the MOP. The main interest of
the approach is the systematic and incremental order proposed for testing each one of the reflective
mechanisms supplied by a MOP. This order reduces the test effort by enabling the reuse of the
mechanisms already tested for testing the remaining ones, thus facilitating the implementation of the
test environments. Furthermore, it allows the tester to progressively identify and fix potential problems
related to the reflective mechanisms, one after the other.
The efficiency of such a progressive testing and debugging process was noticeable all along the
experiments that we have conducted on real MOPs. Indeed, these experiments were performed in
parallel with the development of the case study MOP presented in Section 6, i.e., with the definition of
the code transformation rules used to automatically generate reflective classes from non reflective
ones (see Figure 8). In that MOP, specific rules are associated with each of the four reflective
mechanisms covered by the test strategy. As a result, each testing level only concentrates on a
particular subset of the rules defining the MOP. Due to dependency between the reflective
mechanisms, fixing potential faults in a given subset of rules before defining another subset avoids
possible ripple effects of these corrections on the new defined rules. Following this approach, errors
are early and incrementally detected and fixed (when possible). When a problem cannot be (easily)
fixed, the test results allow at least the identification of restrictions on the use of the MOP.
Finally, we would like to point out that, beyond the various examples provided in this document,
the major output of this work is the definition of a development and verification framework for a next
generation of adaptable fault-tolerant systems. This framework considers the executive support as a
black-box and can thus be easily ported to other implementation contexts. For instance, it can be used
on top of real-time microkernels or on top of many different middleware supports (like CORBA - as
shown in Section 4.2, DCOM and others). The defined framework solves many issues related to the
reuse and evolution of system platforms with dependability requirements.
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